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ABSTRACT
According to the problem that the power can’t be supplied steadily by single solar energy source due to the
climate factors in a solar energy thermal utilization system, the technical feasibility of air-source vapor
compression heat pump as auxiliary energy source is discussed. And the main conception of integral structure
realization, centralized control strategy, comprehensive operation optimization and overcoming technical
difficulty is proposed aiming at the integration of the two technologies and units. An engineering-scale solar
water heater system assisted by heat pump(SWHSHP) was developed based on a modularized structure.
Sufficient experiment examination was conducted. Two demonstration projects were also established for
practical application verification. Economic analysis indicates that our system has an advantage of commercial
value in centralized heating projects which can supply hot water over 6 ton per day. The project has been
supported by Innovation Fund for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises in Science and Technology of Chinese
Ministry of Science and Technology in 2006 because of its coincidence with Chinese government’s policy that
encouraging renewable energy utilization.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The exhaustion of energy and deterioration of environment are severe problems which we human beings will
confront with in the 21st century. Therefore, renewable and clean energy is paid widespread attention. Solar
energy is more concerned as it is inexhaustible, cheap, safe, reliable, clean and pollution free. As a developing
country whose energy demand increases rapidly, China gives persistent support to the utilization of the
renewable energy including solar energy. The utilization of solar energy has a great many means in which heat
utilization from solar energy is more mature and widespread, namely to get hot water from solar energy. At
present, the utilization of solar energy is mostly in a household mode in China. In recent years, with the
adjustment of the energy supply structure, the heat utilization from solar energy is increasingly rapidly accepted
in centralized residential areas, collective dormitories, hotels, restaurants etc. This new hot water supplying
system will be accepted by mass of consumers because the system is energy-saving, clean, pollution free,
automatically operating, safe and reliable. Accordingly, the development of such engineering-scale hot water
project using solar energy is an important trend. In contrast with the household solar energy unit, the large-scale
hot water engineering of solar energy utilization is superior because the investment is lower. And the running
efficiency, the heat supplying reliabilities, the convenient combination with buildings and the safety are more
obvious.
Solar energy is an unstable energy source fluctuating with the factors of season, weather and region,
consequently, the problem of all-day subsidiary heat source must be solved. With the environmental protection
and the energy intension caused by the increasingly great energy consumption, although solar energy can be
assisted by many other subsidiary means, such as electric heating boiler, oil-burning boiler, coal-burning boiler,
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gas-fired boiler, heat pump and heat storage system etc, however, with the increasingly urgent appeal to protect
environment and save energy, the heat obtaining through electricity and fuels can’t meet modern society
presents. So, on the basis of a comprehensive analysis, heat pump is a comparatively ideal subsidiary thermal
source in virtue of its high heat efficiency and the environmental applicability.
Technical scheme of SWHSHP was studied aiming at these problems in this paper. And a model machine was
developed on this basis. Two demonstration projects were also established for practical application verification
to perfect the system.
The SWHSHP is installed on the building roof. So it requires large areas. Thus the system is not suitable for
point type building. The energy of this system is mainly from solar energy, however, due to insufficiency of
solar energy limited by sunshine time, the system needs to absorb the low grade heat so that it can realize the
stable supplying all-weather heat and keep high energy efficiency ratio and energy utilization rate. According to
the actual situation, the project can be combined flexibly because of the modularized system. As is shown in
Fig.1, Energy source of this system were composed of solar energy (70%), air thermal energy (20%) and electric
power (10%), while the data is some different with regions and climate conditions. The project possesses
excellent low temperature working characteristics, meanwhile, compared with common heat pump, they can
adapt to the temperature which is about lower 10ć than the ambient temperature and the average annual
comprehensive energy efficiency ratio is generally about 10. The project is applied to large central heat water
supplying facilities in hotels, plants, schools, concentrated residential districts, bathing centers and so on.
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Figure 1: Energy source composition of SWHSHP

2.

THE SYSTEM FEATURE AND TECHNICAL TRAITS

The coupling mode of solar and heat pump can be classified into SSHP, DSHP, PSHP and ISHP shown in fig.2.
Energy source of SSHP is only from solar and the heat pump just promotes energy grade. Energy source of
DSHP comes from solar and heat pump. But the COP of this system is low when overcast and rainy days appear.
Solar supplies energy for solar collector and air supplies energy for heat pump unit independently in PSHP.
Obviously, the heat pump unit meats the requirement as auxiliary heat source in PSHP. ISHP which has an
advantage of environmental adaptability and energy utilization efficiency is too complex in system components.

a) SSHP

b) DSHP

c) PSHP
d) ISHP
Figure 2: Typical coupling modes of solar and heat pump
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It can be seen that PSHP is appropriate when air source heat pump is used as auxiliary of solar collector unit.
Solar heating system which is different from household water heater has not a uniform pattern, capability and
construction form. User requirements are also numerous and complicated. So system adaptability is an
important problem which the researchers should consider first. The system should be combined flexibly
according to user’s different demand and have convenience in field installation and maintenance. Therefore the
system is developed based on a modularized structure to enlarge engineering applicability. Composition units
are not only independent but also organic connection. The system flowchart and equipment schematic
illustration of engineering-scale water-heating system assisted by solar energy heat pump can be seen in Fig.3.
According to the functions, the system includes four parts:
z
z
z

z

The units of vacuum solar collector: its roles are to absorb the solar energy, including some parallel
operation modules. Every module has 600 pipes of vacuum solar energy collector, and its rated capacity is
3 ton heat water over 55ć.
The units of heat pump assisted subsidiary heating system: it includes some heat pump sets which are
decided by the scale of engineering. The rated heat water of one set is 640 liter per hour (the heating
temperature is 40ć), while many heat pumps will be paralleled to supply heat.
The units of heat storage ˂ supplying system: the major device is a large heat storage tank, whose
volume is about 70% of the day’s water of whole engineering. They may store the heat water of the units of
heat collector and heat pump which supply to users; meanwhile, they may load the cycles of
water-supplying.
The units of intelligent central control: the facilities of the whole system will be controlled by a remotely
central controller at administrators’ office. The running parameters of facilities will be transferred to central
controller to dispose through the network connection of the mail control instrument and locale.

Figure 3: Flow chart of solar water heater system
According to the stable temperature work, the system supplies heat water in 24 hours and works all day. The
system works in the following mode:
(1) The heating energy only comes from solar and the heat pump doesn’t run, if the solar radiation is strong
enough. (2) Contrarily, when the radiation is insufficient or could not be utilized, the heat pump would be in
function to heat the water in the tank directly. (3) The water temperature is raised progressively, and hot water is
stored gradually. The system can supply hot water, meanwhile energy is collected. (4) The hot water of the units
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of heat collector is sent to water tank, and then tap water is infused into vacuum valves. (5) The lowest water
level limit is set in the water tank. If the hot water is not enough, water in the units of heat collector is sent to
water tank fleetly and the heat pump comes into operation to avoid waterless available situation appearing.

3.

SYSTEM CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

The diagram of controller operation of our system is below graph 4. The system has also some functions of
protecting automatically. The controller operation will alarm with sound and light when the system goes wrong
and afford the codes of different faults to users so that they may solve the trouble according to the
specifications:
z To protect over or under voltage of the whole heat pump
z To protect lacking or contrary phases, excessive load of the compressors of heat pump
z To protect over current of water-pump and fans of heat pump
z To protect over or under pressures of the refrigeration
z To protect over exhaust-gas temperature of the compressor
z To protect low temperature of crankcase and heating
z To protect anti-freeze of system and heat pump.

Figure 4: Operation panel of central controller

4.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Thermal insulation laboratory was set up to simulate working environment of heat pump from -15ć- 30ć.
Frosting and defrosting situation was verified according to adjusting laboratory temperature. The Heat pump and
sensor arrangement in our laboratory is shown in Fig.5.The technical parameters and ordinances of the solar
energy (single modular) of the system are as below:
CLASS

SPEC

VACUUM
TUBE
TANK OF
GATHER
HEAT

QB-A1-N/A1-37/47-1200-1
IT internal bladder polyurethane foam of
stainless steel

MATERIAL
PROPERTY
Glasses of silica
ion
Stainless steel

QUANTITATIVE
600
1

The technical parameters of the solar energy (single modular heat pump SL-KRS640TS) of the system are as
below:
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CLASS

DENOMINATION
Nominal power
The rated input power
The maximum input power
The rated heating amount
The rated output of water amount
The rated input of temperature
The rated temperature raising
The maximum output temperature
The noises of set

THE
PREFORMANCE
PARAMETERS

UNIT
HP
KW
KW
KW
L/h
ć
ć
ć
dBA

QUANTITATIVE
7
6.95
8.75
30.2
640
15
40
60
63

Figure 5: Heat pump and sensor arrangement in our laboratory

5.

TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

It is no doubt that the COP of SWHSHP is higher than that of any other solar water heating system. But the
initial equipment capital is large. whether SWHSHP has commercial value or not, it depends on the total cost
including of equipment investment, operation energy consumption and labour cost. The system which has the
lowest total cost is the first choice. The common efficiency of water heating system and energy cost(1 ton,
temperature rise is 40ć) is shown in table 1. Economic analysis on several typical water heating system is
shown in table 2 - table 5. It can be seen that :
(1) The SWHSHP system is suitable for the project which supply above 6 ton per day. When the
engineering-scale is below 6 ton per day, solar water heater system assisted by electricity and air source
heat pump hot water system have advantages over other systems.
(2) The larger engineering-scale, the better for the SWHSHP system economy. Because the energy
consumption charge saved in a long-term operation bring significant economic benefit. In this situation the
initial equipment capital is shared.
Table 1 The efficiency of water heating system and energy cost(1 ton, temperature rise is 40ć )
energy
Theoretical

system

Calorific value

efficiency

energy consumption

Energy unit

consumption

price

charge per
ton(yuan)

electric boiler

860 kCal/kWh
3

0.95

40000÷817=48.96kWh
3

0.689yuan/kWh
3

33.73

natural gas boiler

8600kCal/m

0.75

40000÷6450=6.20m

2.2yuan/m

13.64

oil-fired boiler

10200kCal/kg

0.8

40000÷8160=4.90kg

4.21yuan/kg

20.63

860kCal/kWh

3.5

40000÷3010=13.29kWh

0.689yuan/kWh

9.16

860kCal/kWh

4.0

40000÷3440=11.63kWh

0.689yuan/kWh

8.01

860kCal/kWh

10.0

40000÷8600=4.65kWh

0.689yuan/kWh

3.20

Air source heat
pump
solarˇelectricity
solarˇheat
pump
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Table 2 The ten years total cost of typical water heating system (engineering-scale of 2 ton per day, 104 yuan)
system
comparison
initial
equipment
capital
energy
consumption
labour cost
total cost
Relative total cost

System 1
oil-fired
boiler
1.4

System 2
natural gas
boiler
2.32

System 3
electric
boiler
2.1

System 4
Air source
heat pump
3.7

System 5
solarˇ
electricity
3

System 6
solarˇheat
pump
8

15.1

9.96

24.6

6.69

5.85

2.34

12

12

ˉ

ˉ

ˉ

ˉ

28.5
3.22

24.28
2.74

26.7
3.02

10.39
1.17

8.85
1.00

10.34
1.17

schematic
diagram of total
cost

Table 3 The ten years total cost of typical water heating system (engineering-scale of 6 ton per day, 104 yuan)
system
comparison
initial equipment
capital
energy
consumption
labour cost
total cost
Relative total
cost

system 1
oil-fired
boiler
1.8

system 2
natural
gas
boiler
2.85

45.2

29.9

12
59
2.81

system 3
electric
boiler
2.8

system 4
Air source
heat pump
9.4

system 5
solarˇ
electricity
9

system 6
solarˇheat
pump
14

73.9

20.1

17.5

7.01

12
44.75

ˉ
76.7

ˉ
29.5

ˉ
26.5

ˉ
21.01

2.13

3.65

1.40

1.26

1.00

schematic
diagram of total
cost

Table 4 The ten years total cost of typical water heating system (engineering-scale of 10 ton per day, 104 yuan)
system
comparison
initial
equipment
capital
energy
consumption
labour cost
total cost
Relative total
cost

system 1
oil-fired
boiler
2.4

system 2
natural gas
boiler
3.4

system 3
electric
boiler
4.05

system 4
Air source
heat pump
14.1

system 5
solarˇ
electricity
15

system 6
solarˇheat
pump
25

75.3

49.8

123.1

33.4

29.2

11.68

12
89.7

12
65.2

ˉ
127.15

ˉ
47.5

ˉ
44.2

ˉ
36.68

2.45

1.78

3.47

1.29

1.21

1.00

schematic
diagram of total
cost
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Table 5: The ten years total cost of typical water heating system (engineering-scale of 16 ton per day, 104 yuan)
System 2
System 3
System 4
System 5
System 6
system System 1
comparison
oil-fired
natural gas electric
Air source
solarˇ
solarˇheat
boiler
boiler
boiler
heat pump electricity
pump
initial equipment capital
2.8
3.8
4.9
17
24
39
energy consumption
120.5
79.7
197.0
53.5
46.8
18.69
labour cost
12
12
ˉ
ˉ
ˉ
ˉ
total cost
135.3
95.5
201.9
70.5
70.8
57.69
Relative total cost
2.35
1.66
3.50
1.22
1.23
1.00
schematic diagram of
total cost

6.

ENGINEERING APPLICATION

The Fig.6 is the first demonstrative engineering of central heat system. The product was placed on the floor. The
demonstrative engineering, which has been constructed at building in Tongling of Anhui province, supplies 9
ton hot water of 55ć and appeases with the 60 household’s requirements all-day. This system has been used by
owner in autumn of 2007. At present, the device runes well and users are comparatively content. Primary
statistics indication that the COP of this system is around 10.5.

Figure 6: The first demonstrative engineering of central heat system

7.

CONCLUSION

(1) PSHP is appropriate when air source heat pump is used as auxiliary of solar collector unit. System energy
mainly comes from solar.
(2) In summary, Energy source of this system is composed of solar energy (70%) and energy provided by heat
pump (30%) in the region from northern latitude 30° to northern latitude 35°. The COP of heat pump unit
is about 3.
(3) The system is developed based on a modularized structure to enlarge engineering applicability.
Composition units are not only independent but also organic connection.
(4) The heat pump is required to have a high adaptability in low temperature environment, high condensation
temperature, and evaporation and condensation temperature varying in large range. So low pressure cavity
compressor is selected in the SWHSHP system.
(5) The SWHSHP system is suitable for the project which supply above 6 ton per day. The larger
engineering-scale, the better for the SWHSHP system economy.
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